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Abstract
Europa is an attractive target for future lander missions due to its dynamic
surface and potentially habitable sub-surface environment. Seismology has
the potential to provide powerful new constraints on the internal structure
using natural sources such as faults or meteorite impacts. Here we predict
how many meteorite impacts are likely to be detected using a single seismic
station on Europa to inform future mission planning e↵orts. To this end, we
derive: (1) the current small impactor flux on Europa from Jupiter impact
rate observations and models; (2) a crater diameter versus impactor energy
scaling relation for icy moons by merging previous experiments and simu-
lations; and (3) scaling relations for seismic signal amplitudes as a function
of distance from the impact site for a given crater size, based on analogue
explosive data obtained on Earth’s ice sheets. Finally, seismic amplitudes are
compared to predicted noise levels and seismometer performance to deter-
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mine detection rates. We predict detection of 0.002–20 small local impacts
per year based on P-waves travelling directly through the ice crust. Larger
regional and global-scale impact events, detected through mantle-refracted
waves, are predicted to be extremely rare (10 8–1 detections per year), so
are unlikely to be detected by a short duration mission. Estimated ranges
include uncertainties from internal seismic attenuation, impactor flux, and
seismic amplitude scaling. Internal attenuation is the most significant un-
known and produces extreme uncertainties in the mantle-refracted P-wave
amplitudes. Our nominal best-guess attenuation model predicts 0.002–5 lo-
cal direct P detections and 6⇥10 6–0.2 mantle-refracted detections per year.
Given that a plausible Europa landed mission will only last around 30 days,
we conclude that impacts should not be relied upon for a seismic exploration
of Europa. For future seismic exploration, faulting due to stresses in the
rigid outer ice shell is likely to be a much more viable mechanism for probing
Europa’s interior.
Keywords: Europa, cratering, impact processes, geophysics, interiors
1. Introduction1
Europa, the second of Jupiter’s Galilean satellites, has long been consid-2
ered an attractive target for lander missions due to its active surface pro-3
cesses and potentially habitable interior (Pappalardo et al., 2013). So far,4
Europa has been investigated using remote sensing by Voyagers 1 and 2 (1979,5
flyby missions passing through the Jovian system), Cassini-Huygens (2000,6
en route to Saturn), New Horizons (2006, en route to Pluto), and the Galileo7
Jupiter orbiter (1995–2003). Results from these missions are reviewed in de-8
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tail by Pappalardo et al. (2009). Following these spacecraft observations the9
existence of liquid water beneath an icy outer shell has been proposed (e.g.,10
Cassen et al., 1979; Carr et al., 1998; Kivelson et al., 2000). The sub-surface11
ocean is predicted to be in direct contact with a rocky mantle, giving rise to12
conditions analogous to those on Earth’s seafloor (Gowen et al., 2011). The13
possibility of chemical interaction across the rock-water boundary has led14
to active discussion of a habitable sub-surface environment (e.g., Reynolds15
et al., 1983; McCollom, 1999; Chyba, 2000; Chyba and Phillips, 2001, 2002).16
Although previous missions have taught us much about Europa and the17
Jovian system, many exciting questions remain unanswered (Squyres, 2011),18
particularly regarding surface activity and internal structure. Recently, the19
Jupiter Icy Moon Explorer (JUICE) orbiter mission was selected for the L120
launch slot of ESA’s Cosmic Vision science programme to explore Jupiter and21
its potentially habitable icy moons including Europa (Grasset et al., 2013).22
Future missions could include a lander and one of the aims of NASA’s recently23
announced Europa Clipper mission is to perform reconnaissance for future24
landing sites (Pappalardo et al., 2015). Some of the most recent mission25
configurations even include a lander element, with the potential to deliver26
instruments to the surface.27
One of the best ways to probe icy moon interiors in any future mis-28
sion will be with a surface-based seismic investigation. The Apollo seismic29
experiment, installed by astronauts, enhanced our knowledge of the lunar30
interior dramatically, including: lunar density (Bills and Ferrari, 1977), ve-31
locity structure (Goins et al., 1981; Nakamura, 1983; Lognonne et al., 2003),32
and seismic attenuation (Nakamura, 1976; Goins et al., 1981; Nakamura and33
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Koyama, 1982). On Mars, the Viking seismometer was intended to measure34
martian seismicity, but its position on the lander deck meant it was unable35
to capture any definitive seismic events due to poor coupling with the ground36
and sensitivity to wind noise (Anderson et al., 1976). NASA’s 2018 InSight37
Mars lander aims to obtain more representative seismic data and will use a38
robot arm to deploy dual seismometers directly onto Mars’ surface protected39
by a wind and thermal shield (Banerdt et al., 2013). On Europa, future40
missions may be able to deploy compact seismometers (e.g. Pike et al., 2010)41
to the surface in a cost e↵ective way using penetrator technology (Collinson42
and UK Penetrator Consortium, 2008; Gowen et al., 2011).43
Europa has a relatively small number of impact craters (Zahnle et al.,44
2003), which suggests a young and geologically active surface (Pappalardo45
et al., 2009). This makes it a promising target for seismic investigation as46
natural sources could be used to probe the internal structure (Lee et al.,47
2003; Panning et al., 2006). To aid future mission design it is important to48
predict in advance which kind of sources will produce the most detectable49
seismic signals. Two of the most promising seismic source candidates are: (1)50
fracturing or cracking of the ice crust driven by tidal forces; and (2) surface51
impacts by small comet- or asteroid-derived meteorites.52
Fracturing of Europa’s ice crust driven by tidally induced stresses is ex-53
pected to be the main source of seismicity (Lee et al., 2003; Panning et al.,54
2006) and has been the main focus of research to date. The types and likely55
seismic magnitudes of such faulting are reviewed in detail by Panning et al.56
(2006) and include tensile cracks, normal faults, and strike-slip faults. The57
most common fracturing events are expected to be tensile cracking of the58
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rigid outer ice shell driven by diurnal stresses induced by Europa’s eccentric59
orbit around Jupiter. Estimates of diurnal stress range from 40–100 kPa60
(Hoppa et al., 1999; Leith and McKinnon, 1996) and should result in many61
small seismic events during each orbit, with crack depths of a few hundred62
metres and moment magnitudes of Mw ⇠ 2 (Lee et al., 2003; Panning et al.,63
2006). Note that moment magnitude Mw is commonly used to describe the64
size of an earthquake or planet-quake and is defined from the seismic mo-65
ment M released in Nm according to Mw = 2/3(log10M   9.1) (Kanamori,66
1977). Larger stresses of ⇠3-10 MPa can build up over longer time periods67
due to various mechanisms including Europa’s asynchronous orbit, obliquity,68
polar wander, or ice shell freezing (McEwen, 1986; Wahr et al., 2009; Rhoden69
et al., 2011). These could result in much larger faulting events, such as the70
normal faults observed by Nimmo and Schenk (2006) that were estimated to71
require a driving stress of around 6–8 MPa and produce Europa-quakes with72
moment magnitudes of Mw ⇠5–6. Large strike-slip faults (McEwen, 1986)73
could result in similar sized events (Panning et al., 2006).74
Large normal or strike-slip faults with Mw ⇠5 should be detectable glob-75
ally at long-period with a reasonably high performance surface seismome-76
ter deployment, whereas much smaller events from diurnal tensile cracking77
would only be detectable locally (Panning et al., 2006). However, the exact78
occurrence rate of such seismic events includes extreme uncertainties as it79
depends on fracture/crack depth, crustal thickness, and the crust’s depth-80
temperature profile, which are di cult to determine from current data. In81
addition, under the most plausible mission scenarios, which include only a82
single seismometer, it will be challenging to obtain the location and source83
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mechanism details of a complex fault source. This will increase the uncer-84
tainty in any determinations of internal structure.85
In contrast, meteorite impacts generate seismic energy during crater for-86
mation with a relatively simple isotropic source function (Teanby andWookey,87
2011), and could potentially be located using other methods such as surface88
imaging from an orbiting spacecraft (Malin et al., 2006; Daubar et al., 2013).89
The frequency of meteorite sources are also somewhat more predictable than90
that of fault sources and can be constrained by recent observations of im-91
pacts into Jupiter (Hueso et al., 2013) and crater populations on the Galilean92
satellites (Zahnle et al., 1998; Zahnle et al., 2003). In addition, future mis-93
sions such as JUICE will improve our understanding of the small impactor94
population with high resolution imaging of Europa and Ganymede of up to95
6 m/pixel (Grasset et al., 2013). Small locally detectable impacts would al-96
low determination of the ice crust structure, whereas larger impacts could97
release enough energy to be detectable at teleseismic (global-scale) distances,98
which would be well suited to determining deep internal structure.99
In this paper, we estimate how many impacts could be detected using a100
single surface-deployed seismometer, and determine whether impacts could101
provide a reliable additional source for a future seismic investigation of Eu-102
ropa.103
2. Impacts on Europa104
2.1. Current impactor flux105
According to high-resolution images from the Galileo spacecraft, small106
impact craters are abundant on Europa (Bierhaus et al., 2001). However,107
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the rate of small impacts that produce craters with diameters less than 1 km108
is poorly constrained by direct surface observations as a large number of109
small craters on Europa are “secondaries”; i.e. craters formed by material110
ejected from large primary impact craters (Bierhaus et al., 2005; Zahnle111
et al., 2008). Fortunately, the current small impactor flux into Jupiter is112
relatively well constrained by observations of impact flashes (Hueso et al.,113
2013). Therefore, to avoid the issues of secondary craters, our approach is114
to use Jupiter’s impact flux observations, combined with the relative impact115
probability on Europa compared to Jupiter, to determine Europa’s current116
impact rate.117
Hueso et al. (2013) report the impact rate of small objects into Jupiter’s118
atmosphere based on regular amateur astronomer observations of impact119
flashes, which provide a direct estimate of impact energy. In total three120
flashes were observed at times close to Jupiter’s opposition, when many am-121
ateurs were able to observe the planet: one on June 3, 2010, one on August122
20, 2010, and one on September 10, 2012. Hueso et al. (2013) used the123
measured light curves to estimate impactor energies and determine equiva-124
lent impactor diameters in the 5–20 m range by assuming a typical impact125
velocity of 60 km s 1 and densities in the range 250–2000 kgm 3. Hueso126
et al. (2013) then compare the impactor diameters with impactor diameter127
distributions estimated from crater counts (Zahnle et al., 2003; Schenk et al.,128
2004) and dynamical modelling (Levison et al., 2000). Based on estimates129
of the e↵ective observation time coverage, Hueso et al. (2013) propose that130
around 12–60 objects with diameters of 5–20 m impact Jupiter each year and131
conclude that the impact rate of ecliptic comets estimated by Levison et al.132
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(2000) is the most consistent with their observations.133
In the Jovian system, ecliptic comets (e.g. Jupiter-family comets) are134
generally regarded as the dominant source of primary craters (Zahnle et al.,135
1998; Zahnle et al., 2003; Burger et al., 2010). Asteroids from the main belt,136
Trojan, or Hilda groups provide a potential secondary impactor population.137
For example, Sa´nchez-Lavega et al. (2010) used orbital analysis to determine138
that the 2009 Jupiter impact event had a roughly equal probability of being139
an asteroid or comet. Subsequent near infrared observations of the impact140
site by Orton et al. (2011) indicated silicate spectral features, which favour141
an asteroidal origin for this impact. Conversely, the 1994 Shoemaker-Levy142
9 impact displayed no such signature and a cometary origin is favoured for143
this impact (Orton et al., 2011). Burger et al. (2010) review the recent144
literature and conclude that the main belt asteroid contribution is likely to145
be negligible. However, modelling by Brunini et al. (2003) suggests that146
the Hilda group may provide a significant additional contribution to small147
crater production in the Jupiter system - perhaps comparable to the Jupiter-148
family comets - although this depends strongly on what is assumed about149
the unobserved small asteroid population and collision processes. Brunini150
et al. (2003) also suggest that impacts from the Trojans are approximately151
an order of magnitude less frequent than the Hildas. Furthermore, Di Sisto152
et al. (2005) find that asteroids escaped from the Hilda group can often mimic153
Jupiter-family comet orbits and so may be indistinguishable when it comes154
to cratering events. On balance it appears that while asteroids do impact155
Jupiter and its moons, their contribution is around an order of magnitude156
less than that from Jupiter-family comets.157
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In any case, independent of the source of the material, the model of158
Levison et al. (2000) provides the best agreement with the most direct ob-159
servations of present-day impactor diameters available (Hueso et al., 2013).160
Zahnle et al. (2003) show Europa’s ecliptic comet impact probability relative161
to Jupiter, PEC = 6.6⇥ 10 5, by using the Monte Carlo algorithm described162
by Zahnle et al. (1998, 2001). Using this scale factor, we rescale the Levison163
et al. (2000) model to compute the impactor diameter distribution on Eu-164
ropa, which is shown in Fig. 1 along with previous observational and model165
estimates. We employ a factor of two estimated uncertainty on this rate fol-166
lowing Sa´nchez-Lavega et al. (2010). Note that for a given impactor size, the167
impact energy will be di↵erent for Jupiter and Europa as they have di↵erent168
typical impact velocities: ⇠60 km s 1 for Jupiter and ⇠26 km s 1 for Europa.169
2.2. Crater diameter - impactor energy relation in Ice170
We now consider the relation between impactor energy and crater di-171
ameter for icy surfaces. This allows both impactor and cratering rates for172
Europa to be considered and will later allow cratering events to be compared173
with analogue explosive experiments on ice sheets. The relation between an174
impactor’s kinetic energy E and the resulting crater diameter D is usually175
expressed as a simple power-law form: D = ↵E , where ↵ and   are positive176
constants. The exponent   theoretically takes di↵erent values between 1/3177
and 1/4 depending on the regime of the cratering conditions, which can be178
derived by a simple scaling approach (Katsuragi, 2015). The small craters179
considered here are in the strength regime (Melosh, 1980, 1989). The expo-180
nent   is also influenced by e↵ects such as target/impactor material proper-181
ties and impact angle (Holsapple and Schmidt, 1982; Horedt and Neukum,182
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1984). To avoid such complexity, a single scaling law for the D  E relation183
is used for this study, and variations in target and impact conditions are184
included as an extra uncertainty term.185
We used the cratering database (CDB) of Holsapple (2015) to determine186
the scaling law for ice, which includes high energy impact studies and explo-187
sive experiments. Compared to the number of CDB measurements for rocky188
surfaces, the data for icy surfaces is rather sparse due to the more complex189
experimental setups required. To cover a wider range of impact energy, and190
obtain enough data to determine an accurate scaling law, we also include ad-191
ditional ice experimental data (Lange and Ahrens, 1987; Iijima et al., 1995)192
and impact crater simulations (Turtle and Pierazzo, 2001; Bray, 2009; Bray193
et al., 2014).194
Lower gravity in general makes craters easier to excavate and the grav-195
ity on Europa is 1.31 ms 2 compared to 9.81 ms 2 on Earth. Horedt and196
Neukum (1984) present a compilation of crater-related scaling laws, which197
are applicable to di↵erent gravity conditions. For impacts into icy bodies,198
the gravity a↵ects crater diameters by a factor of (g /g)0.25, where g and g 199
are the surface gravity on the planet and on Earth respectively. Kawakami200
et al. (1983) have previously applied this gravity scaling to craters on Mimas201
(Saturnian satellite) and Callisto (Jovian satellite). Therefore, the general202
scaling law for crater diameter as a function of impactor energy, including203
the gravity e↵ect, is of the form:204
D = ↵ E 
✓
g 
g
◆0.25
= ↵E , (1)
where ↵ = ↵ (g /g)0.25 relates experimental results obtained on Earth to a205
general planet.206
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Figure 2 shows energy versus crater diameter for our overall ice database207
under Earth gravity conditions. Because the simulations of Turtle and Pier-208
azzo (2001), Bray (2009), and Bray et al. (2014) were carried out under Eu-209
ropa and Ganymede gravity conditions respectively, the results were rescaled210
to Earth gravity first by applying the above gravity scaling, which allows211
all the data to be compared on the same plot. Although the data are quite212
sparse, most of the data lie on a single line on a double logarithmic plot.213
The parameters ↵  and   were fitted using least squares. Our overall scaling214
law for general icy bodies including uncertainties for unknown source/target215
parameters and a gravity correction is given in SI units by:216
D = 1.82+0.85 0.57 ⇥ 10 2E0.29±0.002 ⇥
✓
g 
g
◆0.25
. (2)
Note that error bars on the constant of proportionality are chosen so that217
the resulting uncertainty range encompasses 68% of the measured data, while218
those on the power are formal 1  errors from the least-squares fitting method.219
Therefore, these error bars are representative of a single cratering event with220
unknown impactor density and incidence angle. Figure 2 also shows the221
scaling relation for rocky surfaces derived by Teanby and Wookey (2011)222
for comparison, which is not so di↵erent from that for icy surfaces in this223
diameter range. The main di↵erence between impacts in ice and rock is that224
  is slightly larger for rock than for ice, meaning that small craters are easier225
to form in ice. This agrees with laboratory studies, which show craters in226
ice are about 2–3 times larger than in rock for experiments at low impact227
energies E < 1 KJ (Lange and Ahrens, 1987).228
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Previously, Zahnle et al. (2003) proposed a more complex scaling relation:229
D = 11.9⇥ 103
✓
v2 ⇥ 10 6
g ⇥ 102
◆0.217✓⇢i
⇢t
◆0.333
(d⇥ 10 3)0.783, (3)
where the d is the impactor diameter (all parameters are given in SI units),230
which was based on scaling relations derived for small impacts and explosions231
in sand by Schmidt and Housen (1987). Zahnle et al. (2003) assume an232
impact velocity v = 2.6⇥ 104 ms 1, Europa’s surface gravity g = 1.31 ms 2,233
an impactor density ⇢i=600 kgm 3, and a target density ⇢t=900 kgm 3.234
Under these assumptions and Earth’s gravity, their relation simplifies to:235
D = 5.69⇥ 10 2E0.261 (4)
We plot this against our scaling relation in Fig. 2 as an additional check.236
The resulting predictions are within our calculated scaling law uncertainties237
for crater diameters over 100m. However, for smaller craters the Zahnle238
et al. (2003) relation predicts crater diameters up to three times larger than239
our scaling law. This is due to the fact that at low energies craters are much240
easier to form in sand than in ice so the Zahnle et al. (2003) relation becomes241
less applicable. We consider our compilation of ice impacts more appropriate242
for the present study and so use our simplified scaling relation (Eq. 2) for243
the rest of this paper. This has the additional advantage of not requiring244
assumptions about impactor densities. Instead, using Eq. 2 enables us to245
convert directly between impact energy and a corresponding crater diameter246
on Europa, including an uncertainty, which is more useful for the analysis in247
this study.248
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3. Seismic signals from impacts in ice249
In this section we determine the amplitude of a seismic signal as a func-250
tion of distance for a given crater forming impact. Explosions are commonly251
used as analogues for impact processes (Teanby and Wookey, 2011). There-252
fore, our approach is to use analog explosive data obtained on Earth’s icy253
surfaces to empirically determine seismic signal amplitudes and associated254
uncertainties. The advantage of this approach compared to entirely theoret-255
ical waveform modelling is that we do not need to explicitly consider seismic256
e ciency, the fraction of impact energy converted into seismic waves, which257
is extremely uncertain (Richardson et al., 2005; Teanby and Wookey, 2011).258
Both impacts and explosives are high frequency sources, meaning that the259
bulk of the near-field seismic energy will be in high frequency waves, which260
are quickly attenuated in an attenuating medium like ice. Therefore, accu-261
rate seismic e ciency determination would require extremely high frequency262
seismic measurements to be taken at multiple locations close to the source,263
which are typically not obtained. Using analogue data avoids the need for264
such measurements and intrinsically accounts for near-field and source ef-265
fects. However, scaling relations base on terrestrial ice sheet data must be266
modified before they can be applied to Europa.267
For our case of impact induced seismicity we focus on first arrival P-waves268
(primary or compressional waves) rather than S-waves (secondary or shear269
waves) because the most energetic phases for non-shear sources like impacts270
are P-waves (Teanby and Wookey, 2011). Therefore, S-wave amplitudes are271
not considered in this study. In addition, we suppose the seismometer es-272
tablished on Europa is a velocity sensor and measures the ground velocity273
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induced by seismic waves. Here the peak signal amplitude (i.e., the maxi-274
mum ground velocity) of the first arrival wave is regarded as a representative275
distinct amplitude.276
3.1. Terrestrial distance-energy-amplitude relation for ice covered rock277
First arriving P-waves in terrestrial ice sheets are either direct ice waves,278
which only propagate through the ice, or refracted phases, which are re-279
fracted at the ice-rock interface. For typical ice velocities (4 km s 1) and280
rock velocities (6–8 km s 1) with an ice sheet thickness of 2–4 km, the direct281
ice wave arrives first for source-receiver distances of <5–10 km and the re-282
fracted wave arrives first for distances >5–10 km. We note that the refracted283
wave provides a reasonable analogue to Europa, with suitable corrections for284
the presence of an ocean and di↵erences in layer thicknesses. However, the285
direct P-wave in terrestrial ice sheets is a poor analogue for o↵sets (source-286
receiver distances) much greater than 10 km as an ice layer bounded at the287
bottom by high velocity rock acts as a wave guide for moderate to high in-288
cidence angle waves, which maintains a relatively high amplitude (see e.g.289
Shulgin and Thybo, 2015). This will not be the case on Europa where the290
low velocity ocean layer refracts waves impinging on the ice bottom boundary291
downwards, where they are either refracted into the mantle (low incidence292
angles) or trapped in the low velocity ocean layer (moderate to high incidence293
angles).294
3.1.1. Analogue dataset 1: East Antarctica295
Explosive experiments on ice were carried out in East Antarctica by the296
Japanese Antarctic Research Expedition in 1979–1981 (Ikami et al., 1981;297
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Ito and Ikami, 1984). In these studies, 5 small shots were fired in shallow298
drill holes (depth:  64 m, explosive size:  560 kg TNT) along with a299
couple of large explosions in deeper drill holes (depth:   64m, explosive size:300
  1000 kg TNT). Several seismometers were deployed on the ice and seismic301
amplitudes were measured as a function of source-receiver o↵set. Because the302
thickness of ice on East Antarctica is a few kilometres, which is within an303
order of magnitude of the predicted thickness of Europa’s crust (Carr et al.,304
1998; Greenberg et al., 1998, 1999; Turtle and Pierazzo, 2001; Nimmo et al.,305
2003; Moore, 2006; Bray et al., 2014), these explosive experiments can, with306
suitable adjustment, be used as an impact analogue for Europa.307
The analogue ice data imply that the seismic e ciency of large shots is308
higher than that of small shots. This is most likely due to the ice density309
at the explosion locations; shot points for the shallow small explosions are310
covered with very porous ice (i.e., snow or firn) in contrast to more solid ice311
(density: 850–900 kgm 3) for the deeper holes of the large shots. In other312
words, the denser the ice at the point of explosion, the higher the seismic313
e ciency. Europa’s surface is unlikely to be snow-like or have a significant314
thickness of highly gardened material, otherwise the detailed tectonic features315
and cracking would be di cult to see (e.g., Greeley et al., 2000; Greeley et al.,316
2004). Therefore, we assume Europa has a more competent solid ice surface,317
which implies shots in solid ice will be better analogues of impact processes318
on Europa.319
The overall frequency response of the seismometers used was flat from320
2 to 20 Hz, which was su cient to observe the most energetic P-wave ar-321
rivals, which had frequencies in the range 5–15 Hz (Ito and Ikami, 1984).322
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Interestingly, Ito and Ikami (1984) also report that the amplitudes generated323
in deep solid ice show a similar dependence on the source-receiver distance324
to explosive experiments in rock. No distinction was given between direct325
and refracted waves in this study. However, given o↵sets in this experiment326
ranged from 0.5–200 km the amplitudes reported represent those of both the327
direct ice wave (distances .10 km) and the crustal refracted wave (distances328
&10 km).329
3.1.2. Analogue dataset 2: East-central Greenland330
Shulgin and Thybo (2015) report results from more recent explosive ex-331
periments in East-central Greenland. They fired 8 shots in total, whose332
explosive charge sizes were in the range 500–1000 kg in deep boreholes with333
depths of about 80 m. The thickness of the ice sheet in East-central Green-334
land is 2–3.5 km, also within an order of magnitude of Europa’s estimated335
ice crust thickness. For source-receiver distances of 10 km or less the direct336
P-wave (passing though the ice only) was the first arrival, whereas at greater337
distances the crustal refracted wave was the first arrival. Shulgin and Thybo338
(2015) report the dependence on source-receiver distance of the maximum339
amplitude of the direct ice wave, refracted crustal phases, and refracted mid-340
crustal phases/Moho reflections. The frequency of the direct ice wave covered341
a broad frequency band from ⇠5–40 Hz at small o↵sets, while the refracted342
waves had peak frequency content of 5–15 Hz at large range (>100 km).343
3.1.3. Terrestrial scaling relation - refracted P-wave344
Seismogram amplitude for a general terrestrial ice sheet can now be es-345
timated using the above explosion experiments. The amplitude data are346
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shown as a function of source-receiver distance in Fig. 3. Data with o↵sets347
over 10 km are representative of the refracted P-wave. To allow data with348
di↵erent explosive yields to be shown on the same plot, measured ground349
velocities are normalised relative to a 1000 kg TNT reference shot by using350
the scaled velocity-amplitude:351
Ascaled = Ameasured
✓
Eref
E
◆c
(5)
where Ameasured is the peak amplitude of ground velocity measured from the352
seismogram, Eref is the energy corresponding to 1000 kg TNT, E is the353
yield of the explosive used, and c is 0.5 (Teanby, 2015). Note that Ito and354
Ikami (1984) report peak-to-peak amplitudes of seismic waves so we use half355
of those values for the representative maximum amplitudes. Also, for the356
explosives in East-central Greenland, we only show the refracted wave data357
for shot point 1 of Shulgin and Thybo (2015) in Fig. 3 (extracted from their358
Figure 9) as this shot has physical amplitude units specified.359
Fig. 3 also shows the impact and explosion data for rocky surfaces pre-360
sented by Teanby (2015) for comparison, which cover ranges 1200 km. For361
unit conversions from kg TNT into Joules, we assume 1kg TNT = 4.18⇥106J362
(Shoemaker, 1983). The linear trend in Fig. 3 suggests that for explosions363
recorded on terrestrial ice sheets the relation between the velocity-amplitude364
A explosion and the source-receiver distance x can be empirically expressed as:365
A explosion = Aref
✓
x
xref
◆b✓ E
Eref
◆c
, (6)
where Aref is the amplitude of a reference event with yield Eref at distance366
xref , b is a power law exponent for distance which includes the e↵ects of at-367
tenuation and geometrical spreading, and c is a power law exponent for the368
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yield dependence. Parameter Aref includes the e↵ects of source coupling and369
seismic e ciency. Here we chose a reference event with a yield equivalent370
to 1000 kg TNT and a reference distance of 10 km. From energy conser-371
vation only, c should be 1/2 because the kinetic energy of an elastic wave372
is proportional to the ground velocity squared. However, values of c from373
1/3–1 have been reported in the literature, as reviewed by Kohler and Fuis374
(1992). Here we follow Teanby (2015) and use c = 1/2, which also fits the375
ice data used here. Parameter b should be approximately  1 for spherically376
propagating waves in an isotropic medium without intrinsic/scattering at-377
tenuation (Shearer, 2009). However, in a general case the value of b tends378
to be less than  1. Note that parameter b can be assumed to be the same379
for both explosions and impacts because the e↵ect of source-receiver distance380
entirely depends on crustal properties and wave propagation (Teanby, 2015).381
The best fitting Aref value has a di↵erent value for explosions and im-382
pacts, with explosions giving higher peak velocity-amplitudes than impacts383
(Teanby, 2015). This is primarily because explosives are buried to improve384
seismic coupling, whereas impacts occur at the surface. Therefore, when esti-385
mating the amplitude of meteorite impacts from explosive experiment data,386
a scaling factor s needs to be included in Eq. 6, which gives the velocity387
amplitude due to impacts A impact as:388
A impact = sAref
✓
x
xref
◆b✓ E
Eref
◆c
, (7)
where the value of s is ⇡0.1 with a factor of four uncertainty (Teanby, 2015),389
implying that buried explosions are approximately 10 times more e↵ective390
at generating seismic waves than impacts. For the rocky data presented391
by Teanby (2015), all raw data were bandpass filtered between 1 and 16392
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Hz, which covered the most energetic phases. Since this frequency range393
also corresponds to the most energetic phases of explosive data in ice, the394
amplitude data of Ikami et al. (1981) and Shulgin and Thybo (2015) can be395
directly compared with the rocky surface velocity-amplitudes.396
For the explosions in East Antarctica, scaled velocity-amplitudes of large397
shots (1000 and 1400 kg TNT), which were fired in dense ice, lie within the398
error of the explosions scaling law for rocky surfaces (Fig. 3). This was also399
noted by Ito and Ikami (1984). Explosions in East-central Greenland were400
also conducted in deep holes, so as expected the data of Shulgin and Thybo401
(2015) overlap with that of Ito and Ikami (1984). In contrast, the data from402
small shots (10, 20, 45, 100, and 560 kg TNT) exploded in shallow/porous403
ice fall below the line of best fit for the large explosions, due to a reduced404
seismic e ciency. As noted earlier, we consider shots in solid ice as the best405
analogue for Europa’s surface. The seismic data from small shots in Ito406
and Ikami (1984) are then not an appropriate analogue for Europa’s surface407
conditions, so only the two largest shots (1000 and 1400 kg TNT) from this408
study are used here.409
The ice data in Fig. 3 show that the explosions scaling law of Teanby410
(2015) - derived from nuclear explosives, chemical explosives, and impact411
events at ranges of 0–1200 km - can also be directly used for icy conditions412
as it fits the ice analogue datasets well.413
Parameter values are summarised in Table 1. These parameters are rep-414
resentative for a refracted wave propagating through Earth’s rocky or ice415
covered crust. The parameters are valid over the range of source data used,416
i.e. o↵sets 1200 km and the 1–16 Hz frequency range.417
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3.1.4. Terrestrial scaling relation - direct ice wave418
The direct ice wave is a much simpler case and can be derived from a419
reference explosion in ice with amplitude A0ref , energy Eref , and distance xref .420
The direct P-wave distance trend reported by Shulgin and Thybo (2015) is421
not directly applicable to Europa because of the waveguide e↵ect of the low422
velocity ice sheet. Therefore, we use the measured direct ice wave ampli-423
tude at 10 km distance. At this small o↵set the waveguide e↵ect can be424
neglected and the amplitude is representative. Using a reference explosion425
the amplitude of the direct ice wave A0 impact is thus given by:426
A0 impact = sA
0
ref
✓
x
xref
◆ 1✓ E
Eref
◆c
exp
✓
 ⇡f(x  xref)
viQp
◆
, (8)
where the (x/xref) 1 term accounts for spherical geometric spreading in an427
isotropic medium and the exponential term allows for intrinsic attenuation428
at frequency f for ice velocity vi and P-wave quality factor Qp. The seismic429
quality factor Q allows quantification of the energy lost due to anelastic430
processes, such as grain boundary friction, during propagation of seismic431
waves. If a seismic wave with energy e loses  e per cycle then Q = 2⇡e/ e432
(Shearer, 2009). High Q materials have low attenuation and low Q materials433
have high attenuation. For a given medium, Q for compressive P-waves Qp434
is generally higher than for S-waves Qs, which generally su↵er more intrinsic435
attenuation.436
For xref=10 km and Eref = 4.18 ⇥ 109 J (⌘1000 kg TNT) measured437
amplitudes are between 10 5 ms 1 (Ito and Ikami, 1984) and 10 4 ms 1438
(Shulgin and Thybo, 2015). Therefore, we use the geometric mean value of439
A0ref = 3⇥ 10 5 ms 1 with a factor of three uncertainty. Parameters s and c440
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are the same as for the refracted wave case as they relate to source processes441
only.442
3.2. Seismic amplitude distance relations for Europa443
We now consider application of our terrestrial ice sheet amplitude scaling444
relations to the specific case of Europa. First, we develop a reasonable set445
of seismic models for Europa’s interior. Second, we determine which seismic446
phases are most important for our study. Finally, we use a simple ray tracing447
approach to determine correction factors to allow the terrestrial ice sheet448
amplitude scaling relations to be applied to Europa.449
3.2.1. Europa interior structure450
Observations of Europa’s mass and moment of inertia support a four layer451
internal structure comprising a thin ice crust, a liquid ocean layer, a silicate452
mantle, and a dense iron core (Anderson et al., 1998; Kuskov and Kronrod,453
2001, 2005; Sohl et al., 2002).454
The ice crust is thought to comprise two distinct sub-layers: (1) a cold455
rigid (stagnant) lid with a steep temperature gradient, where internal heat is456
transferred by conduction, and (2) a warmer convecting deeper layer with an457
approximately isothermal or adiabatic temperature profile (Mitri and Show-458
man, 2005; Moore, 2006). The total ice shell thickness is estimated to be459
⇠20 km (Nimmo et al., 2003; Moore, 2006), with a conductive lid thickness460
of ⇠5 km (Nimmo and Manga, 2002; Nimmo et al., 2003). Thermal models461
estimate the convective layer temperature to be ⇠250 K, around 20 K below462
the estimated ocean temperature of 270 K (Nimmo and Manga, 2002).463
Cammarano et al. (2006) present a range of possible internal models for464
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Europa’s deep structure assuming pyrolitic or chondritic mantles, pure iron465
or iron plus 20% sulphur core, and two end member temperature profiles.466
The composition, temperature, and size of the core and mantle cannot be467
uniquely constrained based on the available data. Despite this, for physically468
consistent models the seismic velocities and densities in the ice crust, ocean469
layer, and mantle are relatively similar for all models, as is the ocean layer470
depth (110–140 km) (Cammarano et al., 2006). However, mantle attenuation,471
core size and core seismic velocities and densities can take a wide range of472
values. Most importantly for this study are the extreme uncertainties in473
attenuation and seismic quality factor Q in the interior, originating from474
uncertainty in the internal temperature profile. End member models from475
Cammarano et al. (2006) have shear wave quality factor Qs spanning values476
from 100 (highly attenuating) to above 107 (e↵ectively no attenuation at477
seismic frequencies). This uncertainty will have a strong influence on the478
amplitude of seismic waves.479
In this paper, we use a representative set of internal models with average480
seismic velocities, densities and layer boundaries based on the “cold” scenario481
from Cammarano et al. (2006). The choice of this model is not critical as482
seismic velocities are similar for both “cold” and “hot” cases. For simplicity483
we also assume a uniform velocity and density in each layer, which we con-484
sider reasonable as the pressure gradients in Europa’s interior are relatively485
modest, leading to shallow gradients in layer properties. To account for the486
large uncertainty in Q we consider three attenuation models:487
1. Low Q (high attenuation): Qp=20 is assumed in the outer ice shell,488
which is similar to frozen water-NaCl mixtures with temperatures above489
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the eutectic, resulting in partial melting (i.e. water ice and brine pock-490
ets) (Spetzler and Anderson, 1968). Qp=225 is assumed in the mantle491
based on a typical mid-mantle value from Cammarano et al. (2006)’s492
“hot” model. This is very much a worst-case scenario with the maxi-493
mum possible attenuation that could be considered reasonable.494
2. Nominal Q: Qp=65 is assumed in the outer ice shell; similar to the495
Athabasca glacier (Canada), which is very close to its melting point496
(Clee et al., 1969). Qp=1350 is assumed in the mantle based on the497
value for Earth’s mid-crust (Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981), which498
falls between Cammarano et al. (2006)’s end member cases. We regard499
this case as a reasonable approximation to Europa’s interior.500
3. High Q (Low attenuation): Qp=200 is assumed in the outer ice shell,501
which is similar to values in cold terrestrial ice sheets 20 K or more502
below their freezing point (Bentley and Kohnen, 1976; Peters et al.,503
2012). Qp=2.25⇥104 is assumed in the mantle based on a typical mid-504
mantle value in Cammarano et al. (2006)’s “cold” model. This case505
has e↵ectively no attenuation in the interior, very little attenuation in506
the outer ice shell, and in our view is extremely optimistic.507
For non-liquid layers Qs is assumed to be 4/9ths of Qp, i.e. the value for a508
standard linear solid (Shearer, 2009). P-wave propagation in water is known509
to su↵er very little attenuation (Sheehy and Halley, 1957) and attenuation510
in the ocean layer will have a negligible e↵ect on seismic amplitudes. For all511
models the ocean layer is assumed to have Qp=5000. This is the value for512
a 2 Hz seismic wave extrapolated from a least squares fit of explosion mea-513
surements in the Pacific (Vadov, 2006) to an attenuation power law derived514
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by Sheehy and Halley (1957). For Europa’s core we assume Qp=190 in all515
models, a rather pessimistic value based on Earth’s core (Dziewonski and516
Anderson, 1981). We could reasonably expect much higher Qp for Europa’s517
core because of the lower internal temperature. For example, Cammarano518
et al. (2006)’s cold model has Qp=2.25⇥104. However, this assumption does519
not a↵ect our analysis as we do not consider core phase amplitudes. Our520
simplified interior models are summarised in Table 2.521
3.2.2. First arriving seismic phases522
To inform the corrections required for applying the analogue ice sheet523
measurements to Europa, we use full waveform modelling to predict the first524
arriving and most energetic phases. Full-waveform synthetic seismograms525
were generated using the direct solution method (DSM) (Geller and Ohmi-526
nato, 1994; Geller and Takeuchi, 1995; Takeuchi et al., 1996) with our nom-527
inal Q simple interior model. The DSM method was too computationally528
expensive to model a high frequency surface event, so as an approximation529
we chose to model an isotropic explosive source at 10 km depth to a maxi-530
mum frequency of 0.5 Hz using a 4000 layer model with a maximum spherical531
harmonic degree of 4000. This was su cient to determine the first arrival532
phases and approximate relative amplitudes to guide modifications to the533
scaling relations. Arrivals were identified using the Tau-p toolkit (Crotwell534
et al., 1999). Both the DSM and Tau-p codes are used extensively for terres-535
trial applications and only required a minor modification for planet radius536
for our application. Figure 4 shows the resulting seismic record section. We537
make a slight addition to the usual seismic phase nomenclature and use “M”538
to denote propagation though the mantle and “K” to denote propagation539
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through the core (Europa has no known inner core). Hence, the direct ice540
wave is called “P”, the refracted mantle phase is called “PMP” and the wave541
passing through the core is called “PMKMP”.542
Europa has a low velocity ocean layer underlying the ice crust and the543
modelling shows that this structure simplifies the first arriving phases into:544
the direct P-wave (passing though the ice) for o↵sets from 0–35 , the refracted545
mantle PMP-wave (passing though the ice, ocean, and mantle) for o↵sets546
from 35–140 , and the weak core di↵racted PMP P-wave for o↵sets over547
140  (although the core traversing PMKMP P-wave is expected to be much548
stronger). Note that as the core is relatively small its shadow zone only a↵ects549
o↵sets over 140 , so our simple assumptions about its seismic properties will550
have limited e↵ects on the results. Based on this modelling, the main phases551
we need to consider for impact detection are the direct P-wave through the552
ice crust and the PMP-wave which passes though the ice crust, ocean, and553
mantle. We do not consider core phases further in this paper.554
3.2.3. Seismic ray tracing555
The waveform modelling shows that direct P and refracted PMP are the556
most important phases for impact detection. Application of the amplitude557
scaling relations in Eqs. 7 and 8 to Europa will require calculation of cor-558
rection factors, which depend on details of the path travelled by the waves.559
Therefore, we now develop a simple ray tracing approach to calculate path560
lengths and incidence angles as a function of source receiver o↵set. Figure 5561
compares ray paths for the ice sheet data and Europa’s interior.562
First consider the terrestrial case. We approximate the terrestrial ice563
sheet data with a two layer planar model, as the curvature of the Earth564
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can be neglected over the scales of the surveys. From the ice sheet data we565
know the amplitude for a given source-receiver distance x from Eq. 7, which566
comprises propagation distances of xr in rock and 2xi in ice (see Figure 5a).567
For a refracted wave, the angle of incidence ✓ at the ice-rock boundary will568
be close to the critical angle ✓c determined using Snell’s law:569
sin ✓c =
vi
vr
(9)
For typical velocities ✓c =30–45 . Therefore, in terms of the ice layer thick-570
ness z we have:571
xr ⇡ x  2z tan ✓c (10)
For the ice sheet data z = 2   3.5 km, so at the large o↵sets of interest the572
tan ✓c term can be neglected and x ⇡ xr. Therefore, for refracted arrivals in573
terrestrial ice sheets the scaling relation in Eq. 7 can be considered a function574
of propagation distance through the rock only, coupled by a negligible layer575
of surface ice, i.e. AE(x) ⇡ AE(xr).576
Now consider Europa’s top three layers: layer 1 the ice crust; layer 2 the577
water ocean; and layer 3 the rocky mantle. We define s1,2,3 as the single578
segment path lengths in each layer (Figure 5b); r1,2,3 as the planet centre to579
layer top distances (note that r1 is the planet radius); and v1,2,3 as the P-580
wave velocities. Because the layer velocities are uniform in our simple model,581
ray paths can be calculated analytically using ray theory (Aki and Richards,582
2002). The spherical ray parameter p is conserved along a ray path and is583
defined by p = ru sin ✓, where at any given point along the ray path r is584
the distance to the planet centre, u is the slowness (1/velocity), and ✓ is the585
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incidence angle (Shearer, 2009). Using the sine and cosine rules, the path586
lengths in each layer can be shown to be:587
s21(p) = r
2
1 + r
2
2   2r1r2 cos
✓
sin 1
pv1
r2
  sin 1 pv1
r1
◆
(11)
s22(p) = r
2
2 + r
2
3   2r2r3 cos
✓
sin 1
pv2
r3
  sin 1 pv2
r2
◆
(12)
s23(p) = 2r
2
3
✓
1  cos
✓
⇡   2 sin 1 pv3
r3
◆◆
(13)
with an overall source-receiver o↵set angle of:588
 (p) = 2
✓
sin 1
pv1
r2
  sin 1 pv1
r1
+ sin 1
pv2
r3
  sin 1 pv2
r2
  sin 1 pv3
r3
+ ⇡
◆
(14)
Equations 11–14 can be used to tabulate the angular o↵set   (or the linear589
o↵set x = r1 ) and the path lengths s1,2,3 as a function of p for our simple590
interior models. The angle of incidence at each boundary can be trivially591
determined from the ray parameter p = ru sin ✓ at each interface encountered592
by the ray. Figure 6(a–e) shows p, travel time, and s1,2,3 as a function of  593
for the PMP-wave.594
3.2.4. Europa direct P-wave595
For the direct ice P-wave, the amplitude scaling relation (Eq. 8) can be596
used directly, with a slight modification for di↵erences in Q between Europa’s597
crust and terrestrial ice sheets.598
A0Eimpact = sA
0
ref
✓
x
xref
◆ 1✓ E
Eref
◆c
exp
✓
  ⇡fx
v1Q1
◆
exp
✓
+
⇡fxref
viQ1 
◆
, (15)
where Q1  is the P-wave Q in terrestrial ice sheets, assumed to be Q1 =65599
(Clee et al., 1969) and vi is the P-wave velocity in ice, which can be assumed600
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to be the same on Europa and Earth (vi=v1=4 km s 1). The 4 km s 1 P-wave601
velocity in ice is consistent with the direct ice wave observed by Shulgin and602
Thybo (2015) in the Greenland ice sheet.603
3.2.5. Europa mantle-refracted P-wave604
For the mantle-refracted PMP-wave, the amplitude scaling relation (Eq. 7)605
requires significant modification to account for di↵erences in structure and606
geometry between the analogue ice sheets and Europa’s interior. The three607
main di↵erences are: (1) Increased geometrical spreading due to di↵erences608
in path lengths in the ice, water, and rock layers; (2) Di↵erences in trans-609
mission coe cients due to the additional water ocean layer on Europa; and610
(3) Attenuation in Europa’s ice crust, water ocean, and rocky mantle.611
Therefore, when applied to Europa the most relevant length is the prop-612
agation distance through Europa’s rocky mantle s3.613
The corrected version of Eq. 7 for mantle-refracted waves then becomes:614
AEimpact = sAref
✓
s3
xref
◆b✓ E
Eref
◆c
ftransfgeomfatten, (16)
where ftrans, fgeom and fatten are correction factors for transmission coe -615
cients, geometrical spreading, and attenuation respectively. Note that s3 is616
analogous to xr (⇡ x) in the terrestrial ice sheet data.617
Correction for geometrical spreading: The path length though the rocky618
mantle s3 is analogous to xr in the ice sheet data, so geometric spreading in619
the mantle is already accounted for in Eq. 7. However, we must also include620
extra geometric spreading due to the additional ice and ocean paths. As621
the layers have a uniform velocity we can assume spherical wave propagation622
(amplitude proportional to 1/distance). Therefore, the amplitude correction623
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factor for geometric spreading is:624
fgeom =
s3
s3 + 2s1 + 2s2
(17)
Correction for transmission at internal boundaries: A major di↵erence625
between Europa and East Antarctica/East-central Greenland is the existence626
of liquid water beneath an icy layer. When a body wave impinges on a627
boundary or discontinuity at which the seismic velocity changes, the wave628
reflects or refracts (Lay and Wallace, 1995). The transmission coe cient629
Tcoef is defined as the ratio of transmitted wave amplitude Atrans to incident630
wave amplitude Ainc:631
Tcoef =
Atrans
Ainc
. (18)
Subsequently, we use TI!II to denote the transmission coe cient of the P-632
wave transmitted from material I to II. The Aref parameter in the de-633
rived refracted wave scaling law (Eq. 7) already implicitly includes the ef-634
fect of two transmission coe cients, Tice!rock and Trock!ice. However, in the635
case of teleseismic (PMP) events on Europa, seismic waves go through the636
layer of ice, ocean, and mantle, thus Tice!water, Twater!rock, Trock!water, and637
Twater!ice should be accounted for. Therefore, to convert the case of East638
Antarctica/East-central Greenland to Europa, the following correction fac-639
tor ftrans should be applied:640
ftrans =
Tice!waterTwater!rockTrock!waterTwater!ice
Tice!rockTrock!ice
. (19)
Transmission coe cients depend on layer densities, velocities, and inci-641
dence angles. For non-vertical incidence, P-waves generate S-wave conver-642
sions due to the shear stress component at the interface (Shearer, 2009; Aki643
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and Richards, 2002), which reduces the P-wave transmission coe cient. For644
the ice-rock (solid-solid) interfaces in terrestrial ice sheets we calculated the645
transmission coe cients using the expressions in Aki and Richards (2002).646
For the ice-water and water-rock boundaries (solid-liquid) we use the ex-647
pressions derived for the inner-outer core in Tkalcˇic´ et al. (2009). Incidence648
angles above and below internal boundaries were determined from the ray649
parameter, which is equivalent to using Snell’s law. Note that for simplicity650
the properties of each layer (i.e., ice, water, and rock) are assumed to be the651
same in both Europa’s and Earth’s interiors when determining transmission652
coe cients (values given in Table 2). The combined P-wave transmission653
from ice-rock-ice (Tice!rockTrock!ice) for the refracted wave is 0.36 to a good654
approximation for angles close to the critical angle. The combined refracted655
PMP-wave transmission coe cient (Tice!waterTwater!rockTrock!waterTwater!ice)656
is plotted in Figure 6f and is maximum for vertical incidence and minimum657
close to the critical angle, where much of the energy is lost to S-wave con-658
versions and P-wave reflections.659
Correction for attenuation: The attenuation for a path length l at fre-660
quency f is given by exp ( ⇡lf/vQ) (Shearer, 2009), so the combined atten-661
uation correction factor for the refracted P-wave is:662
fatten = exp

 
✓
2⇡fs1
v1Q1
◆
+
✓
2⇡fxi
v1Q1 
◆
 
✓
2⇡fs2
v2Q2
◆
 
✓
⇡fs3
v3Q3
◆
+
✓
⇡fs3
v3Q3 
◆ 
(20)
where Q1  is the Qp in the terrestrial ice sheet and Q3  is the Qp in the663
terrestrial crust. We assume Q1 =65 (Clee et al., 1969) and Q3 =1350664
(Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981). The factors of 2 in the exponents are to665
account for upward and downward ray path segments. The negative expo-666
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nents are the attenuation due to Europa’s layers and the positive exponents667
are to correct for terrestrial attenuation so that predicted amplitudes are not668
attenuated twice. For an ice crust thickness of 20 km, as listed in Table 2,669
s1   xi and xi can be neglected to give:670
fatten = exp

 
✓
2⇡fs1
v1Q1
◆
 
✓
2⇡fs2
v2Q2
◆
 
✓
⇡fs3
v3Q3
◆
+
✓
⇡fs3
v3Q3 
◆ 
(21)
For the nominal Q model, Q3 = Q3 , so the last two terms will cancel.671
3.2.6. Overall relations between crater diameter and seismic amplitude672
The key relations developed so far can be summarised as follows, where673
all quantities are in SI units:674
• The relation between crater diameter D (metres) and impactor energy675
E (Joules) is given by:676
D = ↵ E 
✓
g 
g
◆1/4
= ↵E  (22)
• The amplitude A0Eimpact (ms 1) of the direct P-wave travelling though677
Europa’s ice crust at great circle distance x (metres) with a dominant fre-678
quency f is given by:679
A0Eimpact = sA
0
ref
✓
x
xref
◆ 1✓ E
Eref
◆c
exp
✓
  ⇡fx
v1Q1
◆
exp
✓
+
⇡fxref
viQ1 
◆
, (23)
• The amplitude AEimpact (ms 1) of the refracted PMP-wave travelling680
though Europa’s ice crust, water ocean, and rocky mantle with a dominant681
frequency f is given by:682
AEimpact = sAref
✓
s3(x)
xref
◆b✓ E
Eref
◆c
ftransfgeomfatten (24)
fgeom =
s3
s3 + 2s1 + 2s2
(25)
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ftrans =
Tice!waterTwater!rockTrock!waterTwater!ice
Tice!rockTrock!ice
(26)
fatten = exp

 
✓
2⇡fs1
v1Q1
◆
 
✓
2⇡fs2
v2Q2
◆
 
✓
⇡fs3
v3Q3
◆
+
✓
⇡fs3
v3Q3 
◆ 
(27)
where for a given source-receiver distance x = r1 , the path lengths in each683
layer s1,2,3 and transmission coe cients are derived by interpolating a forward684
model ray tracing tabulation.685
Parameters are summarised in Tables 1 and 2, where major error sources686
are combined using the formulae in Bevington and Robinson (1992), giving an687
overall factor of five error in the predicted amplitudes. Note, as the parame-688
ters derived here contain considerable uncertainty, they are only appropriate689
for providing order of magnitude level estimates of predicted seismic impact690
signals.691
While we have quantified potential error sources as much as possible, there692
are also extra uncertainties related to the internal structure. The largest693
extra uncertainty source is due to the lack of constraint on the icy crust and694
mantle Q. This is dealt with explicitly by using three interior Q models695
(Table 2), which cover the range of plausible attenuation properties. It will696
later become apparent that the e↵ect of this uncertainty is larger than that697
due to the scaling relation uncertainties.698
Ice crust thickness is also somewhat uncertain at present. If a 5 km699
crust thickness is assumed instead of 20 km, then predicted amplitudes of700
the PMP refracted arrivals are approximately a factor of two higher for a701
given impact. The amplitudes of the direct P-waves are una↵ected as these702
propagate laterally and remain within the ice crust.703
We have neglected possible scattering e↵ects in this study, which could704
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also have an e↵ect on seismogram amplitude. The most likely place for705
scatters is in the rigid conductive stagnant ice lid. However, Cammarano706
et al. (2006) and Panning et al. (2006) predict that strong scattering e↵ects707
are not expected on Europa because this lid is relatively thin. Furthermore,708
Nimmo et al. (2003) have also shown that ice flow in the top kilometre709
will remove all porosity, which is the most likely candidate for scattering710
e↵ects. Since seismometers on East Antarctica/East-central Greenland were711
established on somewhat porous icy surfaces, resultant amplitudes on Europa712
could be slightly larger than predicted by Eqs. 23–27.713
A final source of uncertainty is the frequency content of the impact events.714
Gudkova et al. (2011) note a roll o↵ in lunar impact events above 2 Hz, which715
they suggest is related to the finite crater excavation timescale, compared to716
more impulsive explosive events which retain higher frequencies. Therefore,717
we consider 2 Hz as a representative frequency for the impact generated signal718
for the rest of this study. This frequency overlaps with the analog data and719
provides a realistic central frequency.720
Figure 7 shows predicted amplitudes of the direct P and refracted PMP-721
waves assuming a 2Hz signal for 1, 10, and 100 m diameter craters using722
the scaling relations in Eqs. 22–27 for low-, nominal-, and high-Q interior723
models. At large o↵sets the uncertainty in Q introduces extreme uncertain-724
ties of up to four orders of magnitude in the predicted amplitudes. However,725
these uncertainties are extremely conservative and cover all plausible interior726
attenuation models. We regard the nominal-Q case as our best estimate of727
seismic amplitudes.728
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4. Number of detectable impacts729
Thus far, seismic amplitudes of direct P-waves and refracted PMP-waves730
for a given impact energy have been derived. We now compare these pre-731
dicted amplitudes to the threshold at which a representative seismometer732
could potentially identify seismic signals. This threshold is either controlled733
by levels of ambient noise or seismometer performance.734
Both ambient and seismometer noise are typically specified in terms735
of power spectral density (PSD) with units m2s 4Hz 1 (Peterson, 1993;736
Havskov and Alguacil, 2004). However, it is also common to report the square737
root of the PSD, which we adopt here. Before considering likely instrument738
and ambient noise levels it is useful to discuss how the power spectral density739
Pa relates to seismogram amplitude. First, let the acceleration noise spectral740
density pa be defined by:741
pa =
p
Pa (28)
so that pa has units ms 2Hz 1/2. At dominant frequency f the velocity noise742
spectral density pv is given by:743
pv =
pa
2⇡f
(29)
The peak noise amplitudes for acceleration na and velocity nv, as would be744
measured from a seismogram, in frequency band f1–f2 are then given by745
(Havskov and Alguacil, 2004):746
na = 1.25pa
p
f2   f1 (30)
nv = 1.25pv
p
f2   f1 (31)
Earth seismic noise is dominated by oceanic waves, wind, and anthro-747
pogenic sources, which have a strong dependence on frequency (Peterson,748
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1993; McNamara and Buland, 2004). For example, at periods of around749
5 seconds, in the microseismic noise band, the dominant noise source is ocean750
waves, whereas at higher frequencies wind and anthropogenic noise dominate.751
Earth is a high seismic noise environment, with a quiet site having a noise752
level of ⇠ 10 8 ms 2Hz 1/2 at 2 Hz and a noisy site having a noise level of753
⇠ 10 6 ms 2Hz 1/2 at 2 Hz (Peterson, 1993).754
On Europa, atmospheric noise can be e↵ectively ruled out as the atmo-755
sphere is too tenuous (McGrath et al., 2004). Wave noise and anthropogenic756
sources will also be absent. Ambient noise is expected to be dominated by757
frequent small-scale fracturing in the rigid outer ice shell driven by diurnal758
stress variations (Lee et al., 2003). This is very di cult to accurately pre-759
dict a priori as it depends on crack spacing, recurrence interval, and crack760
depth, all of which are highly uncertain. For a crack spacing of 100 m,761
1 minute recurrence intervals, and 50 m crack depths, Lee et al. (2003) pre-762
dict a peak noise level of 35 decibels below 1 µms 1 (⇠2⇥10 8 ms 1) in763
the 1–4 Hz frequency band. This is equivalent to a noise spectral density of764
pa=10 7 ms 2Hz 1/2 at 2 Hz, which falls between high and low noise sites on765
Earth. Lee et al. (2003) regard this as a worst case scenario, with all cracks766
active and maximum diurnal stress.767
Seismometer sensitivity is another limiting factor to impact detection.768
Kovach and Chyba (2001) summarise the performance of Apollo and early769
martian seismometer attempts, with application to Europa. However, the770
NASA InSight mission seismometers allow more current comparisons; specif-771
ically the Very Broad Band (VBB) seismometer (Lognonne et al., 2014;772
Dandonneau et al., 2013) and the Short Period (SP) seismometer (Pike773
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et al., 2005; Delahunty and Pike, 2014). The VBB noise level at 2 Hz is774
10 9 ms 2Hz 1/2 and that of the SP is 10 8 ms 2Hz 1/2 (Lognonne et al.,775
2014). Due to its compact size, an SP-like seismometer is perhaps a more776
likely instrument to incorporate into a future Europa lander and it is plau-777
sible that future development could lead to further reductions in noise level.778
In any case, based on current instrumentation, a seismometer sensitivity in779
the 10 9–10 8 ms 2Hz 1/2 range seems reasonably achievable.780
An impact event will be detectable if it produces a P or PMP amplitude781
greater than or equal to the noise level. Because of the gross uncertainty782
surrounding current ambient noise level estimates on Europa, we consider783
two noise level end members: (1) low noise case where the seismometer784
sensitivity is the limiting factor, pa=3⇥10 9 ms 2Hz 1/2 based on an SP-like785
instrument with modest future development (T. Pike pers. comm.); and (2)786
high noise case where crack noise is the limiting factor, pa=10 7 ms 2Hz 1/2787
(Lee et al., 2003).788
Figure 8 shows the maximum source-receiver distance xmax(D) and an-789
gular o↵set  max(D) where an impact would be detectable, as a function of790
crater diameter D, for both high and low noise cases and all three Q models.791
We calculate detection ranges of direct P-waves and refracted PMP-waves792
separately and assume a frequency bandwidth of 1–16 Hz for calculating the793
peak seismometer noise levels (see Table 1).794
The maximum angular detection o↵set  max(D) can be converted into795
the fractional area of Europa fa over which the impact is detectable using796
simple geometry (Teanby and Wookey, 2011):797
fa(D) =
1
2
[1  cos ( max(D))] , (32)
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Finally the number of detectable impacts per year for each crater diameter798
bin Ndet(D) can be derived by multiplying the detectable fraction by the799
crater production function:800
Ndet(D) = fa(D)N(D). (33)
where N(D) is the incremental cratering rate in
p
2-width bins centred on801
diameter D (Hartmann, 2005). The incremental crater production functions802
are derived from the cumulative impactor rates in Fig. 1 assuming an impact803
velocity of v = 2.6 ⇥ 104 ms 1 and an impactor density of ⇢i=600 kgm 3804
(Zahnle et al., 2003). The nominal production function N(D) is given in805
Table 3.806
The number of detections for each noise case are shown in Fig. 8, with807
numerical values given in Table 3. For the high noise case the predicted num-808
ber of impact-generated direct P-waves detected is 0.002–1 per year and the809
number of PMP-waves detected is 7⇥10 9–0.01 per year, where the uncer-810
tainty ranges span estimates from all Q models and include all error sources.811
For the low noise case the predicted number of impact-generated direct P-812
waves detected is 0.05–20 per year and the number of PMP-waves detected813
is 4⇥10 6–1 per year. The dominant source of uncertainty in these estimates814
is due to the choice of Q model, especially for the mantle, which results in815
up to six orders of magnitude uncertainty in the PMP detection rates.816
For our nominal Q model, the high noise case predicts 0.002–0.4 direct817
P and 6⇥10 6–2⇥10 3 PMP detections per year, whereas the low noise case818
predicts 0.1–5 direct P and 9⇥10 4–0.2 PMP detections per year.819
The most frequent detections of P-waves are for very small craters with820
diameters D⇠1 m, at the lower cut o↵ of our extrapolation of Levison et al.821
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(2000)’s impact rate curve. These small events occur within a few hundred822
kilometres of the seismometer and may be detectable up to a few times823
per year. It is possible that many more very small impacts, with craters824
smaller than 1 m, could be detected on more local scales (<10–100 km)825
if extrapolation to even smaller impactor sizes is valid. However, impactors826
much smaller than a millimetre are unlikely to follow this distribution as such827
small particles will be removed by Poynting-Robertson drag (Grun et al.,828
1985). Also, while small events could be used to probe the ice crust layer,829
they would not be energetic enough to probe the deep interior.830
PMP-waves, which would probe the deep interior, are much harder to831
detect than direct P-waves. Nominally, an impact event in which a seis-832
mometer could detect a refracted PMP-wave would occur only once every833
10–105 years.834
The most optimistic case for impact detection is the high-Q interior835
model, corresponding to a cold interior, with noise limited by the seismome-836
ter performance (low noise). In this case there would be 0.3–20 direct P837
waves and 0.006–1 PMP waves detected per year. Therefore, even for op-838
timistic assumptions our results suggest that probing the deep interior and839
mantle using impacts will be challenging with any reasonable landed mission840
duration.841
5. Discussion and conclusions842
In this paper we predict detection rates of seismic waves induced by me-843
teorite impacts on Europa for a range of internal models and noise levels.844
To obtain impact detection rates we derived amplitude scaling relations as845
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a function of distance and crater diameter using analogue explosive exper-846
iments in terrestrial ice sheets, which could potentially be applied to other847
icy satellites. These relations were combined with extrapolated impactor848
rate distributions, instrument sensitivity, and noise estimates to give detec-849
tion rate estimates. Seismic waves were classified into two phases: direct850
P-waves passing only through the ice crust; and refracted PMP-waves pass-851
ing through the ice crust, ocean layer, and mantle.852
For a nominal interior attenuation model, we predict that only 0.002–853
5 direct P-waves would be detected per year by a single seismic station.854
Refracted PMP-waves will be even more di cult to detect, with a nominal855
detection rate of 6⇥10 6–0.2 per year. Furthermore, current Europa lander856
scenarios limit surface operations to ⇠30 days because of the harsh radiation857
environment (Pappalardo et al., 2013), suggesting fewer than one instance858
of any type of impact induced signal during the landed phase of a mission.859
Therefore, we conclude that impacts should not be considered a reliable860
seismic source for future exploration of Europa. Future seismic exploration861
of Europa should primarily rely on surface faulting and cracking, which have862
the potential to provide much more frequent and energetic sources (Lee et al.,863
2003; Panning et al., 2006).864
However, we caution that our detection rate estimates contain consider-865
able uncertainties. The most important uncertainty source is Europa’s inter-866
nal attenuation properties, for which we considered a nominal case and two867
extreme end member cases. In this paper we assume an ice crust thickness868
of 20 km. Thinner crusts would be slightly more favourable for detection of869
mantle refracted waves as less ice attenuation would occur. The magnitude870
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of this e↵ect would depend on the ice attenuation properties, but for a 5 km871
ice crust and a nominal Q=65 the refracted amplitudes would be increased by872
roughly a factor of two. However, this uncertainty has less e↵ect on predicted873
detection rates than the large uncertainty in interior attenuation properties.874
Other major sources of uncertainty are the small impactor source population875
and ambient noise levels, which we consider in turn below:876
Impactor source population: When estimating the number of detectable877
impacts, the small impactor rate is one of the most important factors. Unfor-878
tunately, most global-scale measurements of Europa’s crater population are879
for larger craters and extrapolation to small impacts is required. Although880
small craters have been investigated locally in some regions, the power index881
of their di↵erential size-frequency distributions are highly variable due to the882
e↵ect of secondaries (Bierhaus et al., 2005). Therefore, for the current small883
cratering rate on Europa, we use the relative impact probability of Europa884
compared to Jupiter of PEC = 6.6 ⇥ 10 5 (Zahnle et al., 2003) and an ex-885
trapolation of the Jupiter impact model from Levison et al. (2000), which886
is the most consistent with recent impact flash observations (Hueso et al.,887
2013). This gives us reasonably well constrained cratering rates for ⇠100 m888
scale craters (⇠10 m diameter impactors). In this paper, we have e↵ectively889
extrapolated the impactor diameter population by three orders of magnitude890
from ⇠10 m down to 0.01 m by using the dynamical model of Levison et al.891
(2000). These small diameters are currently unconstrained by observations892
and this extrapolation may be somewhat questionable. In fact, the most fre-893
quent detections are for the smallest 1 m size craters close to the seismometer,894
so this extrapolation becomes important when considering overall detection895
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rates or very local events. However, it is less important when considering896
detection of PMP phases, which require much larger craters (D ⇠100 m)897
whose rates are reasonably well constrained.898
Therefore, in future missions it will be important to constrain the small899
impactor flux by observing the surface at high resolution. ESA’s JUICE mis-900
sion, scheduled to launch in 2022 will arrive in the Jupiter system in 2030,901
perform several Europa flybys and enter orbit around Ganymede in 2032 with902
end of nominal mission in 2033 (Grasset et al., 2013; ESA, 2014). Selected903
areas on Ganymede and Europa will be imaged at high resolutions of up to904
6 m/pixel. Approximately 0.1% of Ganymede will be imaged at the highest905
6 m/pixel resolution, 20% at 100 m/pixel, and global coverage at 400 m/pixel906
(ESA, 2014). This is at least an order of magnitude improvement over Galileo907
and will improve our understanding of the small impactor population. How-908
ever, at these coverage levels, it is unlikely that new craters will be found909
using di↵erential imaging as has been possible at Mars (Malin et al., 2006;910
Daubar et al., 2013). For example, at 6 m/pixel resolution, ⇠12 m diameter911
craters (two pixels) may be just discernible. Assuming the Jupiter impactor912
flux model of Levison et al. (2000) and the relative impact probability on913
Ganymede of 1.2⇥10 4, implies ⇠10 craters over 12 m diameter per year for914
the whole of Ganymede, which translates into a probability of less than 1%915
of seeing a new crater by di↵erential imaging. These odds may improve if916
new craters cause more widespread ejecta patterns, as observed by Schenk917
and Ridolfi (2002) for larger craters (D >13 km).918
Noise levels: The major noise source on Europa is expected to be tidally919
induced thermal cracking of the ice shell. Our results show that the nominal920
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noise estimates by Lee et al. (2003) (⇠10 7 ms 2Hz 1/2) would swamp any921
seismic signal from impacts for all but the largest or most local events, al-922
though the exact noise levels contains many orders of magnitude uncertainty.923
Therefore, we have also considered the more tractable seismometer perfor-924
mance as a limiting detection factor. We also note that if ambient noise925
due to cracking is much higher than ⇠10 9 ms 2Hz 1/2 then the focus of a926
seismic mission would be dominated by faulting and surface activity, so an927
absence of impact seismic source would be less important for studying the928
internal structure. In terms of an overall seismic study the distinction be-929
tween signal and noise would be somewhat subjective; low noise would favour930
impact detection and large isolated faulting events, whereas high noise would931
favour intrinsic surface activity such as cracking and small scale fracturing.932
To summarise, we have presented seismic detectability of meteorite im-933
pacts on Europa under reasonable assumptions. In an optimistic case, a few934
detections of small local impacts may be possible, which will give informa-935
tion on the ice crust, but global-scale impact events refracted through the936
mantle are very unlikely to be detected by a short duration mission. Our937
results suggest that fracturing is likely to be the most important source of938
seismic energy on Europa, with impacts providing a potential secondary seis-939
mic source. Our results should be considered order of magnitude only due940
to the present large uncertainties in small impact rates, internal attenuation,941
and ambient noise conditions. Despite the gross uncertainties, these results942
are useful for planning the next generation of outer solar system missions.943
Further refinement of these estimates would require greater constraints on944
the small (D <100 m) cratering rater and Europa’s internal attenuation945
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properties.946
Finally, we note that a seismometer would be an extremely valuable addi-947
tion to any surface mission. In addition to fault activity it would potentially948
be able to measure normal modes (ringing) excited by large europa-quakes949
or crack noise, ocean resonance modes, ambient noise levels and frequency950
characteristics, and perhaps even cryovolcanic activity.951
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Parameter Value Fractional error Notes
Crater diameter scaling relation:
D = ↵ E 
⇣ g 
g
⌘0.25
↵  1.82⇥ 10 2
 ↵ 
↵  = 0.39 Earth value fitted to experimental/simulation data
in Fig. 2
  0.29
  
  = 0.0069 Power index fitted to data in Fig. 2
Amplitude scaling relation for explosions in rock/ice:
Aref† 1.45⇥ 10 5 ms 1
 Aref
Aref
= 2.45 Refracted wave amplitude; 1000 kg TNT explosion
in rock/ice at 10 km (Teanby, 2015)
A0ref 3.0⇥ 10 5 ms 1
 
A0
ref
A0
ref
= 3.0 Direct wave amplitude; 1000 kg TNT explosion
in ice at 10 km
b  1.60  bb = 0.023 Distance power law index in Fig. 3 (Teanby, 2015)
c 0.5 - Energy power law index in Fig. 3 (Teanby, 2015)
s 0.099  ss = 3.82 Scaling parameter from explosions to impacts
(Teanby, 2015)
xref 1⇥ 104 m - Reference distance (10 km)
Eref 4.18⇥ 109 J - Reference energy (⌘ 1000 kg TNT)
Q1  65 - Assumed Qp in terrestrial ice sheets (Clee et al., 1969)
Q3  1350 - Assumed Qp in Earth’s crust (Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981)
Tice!rock!ice 0.34 - P-wave transmission coe cient for terrestrial ice sheets close
to critical angle.
Constants:
q 4.18⇥ 106 J kg 1 - Specific energy of TNT (Shoemaker, 1983)
r1 1569 km - Europa radius
R 6371 km - Earth radius
g 1.31 ms 2 - Europa gravity
g  9.81 ms 2 - Earth gravity
f1, f2 1, 16 Hz - Nominal frequency range of impact energy
f0 2 Hz - Nominal frequency of impact energy
Low noise case (instrument sensitivity limited):
pa 3⇥ 10 9 ms 2Hz 1/2 - Acceleration spectral density
pv 2.4⇥ 10 10 ms 1Hz 1/2 - Velocity spectral density (Eq. 29)
nv 1.2⇥ 10 9 ms 1 - Peak velocity noise (Eq. 31)
High noise case (crack noise limited):
pa 10
 7 ms 2Hz 1/2 - Acceleration spectral density
pv 8.0⇥ 10 9 ms 1Hz 1/2 - Velocity spectral density (Eq. 29)
nv 3.9⇥ 10 8 ms 1 - Peak velocity noise (Eq. 31)
Total
 A
A ⇡ 5 Total fractional amplitude error
from major uncertainties
Table 1: Summary of scaling law parameters discussed in the main text and fractional errors. The total
fractional amplitude error  AA is obtained by assuming independence of each parameter and summing
the variances using the error propagation expressions in Bevington and Robinson (1992). For the overall
seismogram amplitude relationships (Eqs. 23, 24–27), the dominant uncertainty is caused by s, Aref , and
A0ref . †Aref is related to a0 in Teanby (2015) by Aref = a0(xref/1000)b(Eref/q)c, where a0 = 1.825⇥10 5,
1000 converts metres to km, and q converts Joules to Kg TNT.
60
Layer Depth Range vp vs Density Qp Qp Qp
(km) (km s 1) (km s 1) (g cm 3) (low-Q) (nominal-Q) (high-Q)
Ice crust 0–20 4.00 2.00 1.00 20 65 200
Ocean 20–123 1.55 - 1.10 5000 5000 5000
Mantle 123–1092 8.20 4.73 3.40 225 1350 22500
Core 1092-1560 5.25 3.03 8.15 190 190 190
Table 2: Simplified interior models. Velocities, densities, and layer boundaries are based
on the cold pyrolitic case of Cammarano et al. (2006) with a pure iron core. The three Qp
attenuation models cover the suspected range of properties in Europa’s interior and are
discussed further in the main text (Section 3.2.1).
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Figure 1: Cumulative impact rate estimates for Europa and Jupiter. An extrapolation
of the dynamical model for Jupiter-family comets proposed by Levison et al. (2000) is
supported by recent observations of impact flashes into Jupiter (Hueso et al., 2013) and
is employed throughout this paper. The contribution from asteroids is predicted to be
between one and three orders of magnitude lower than from comets. Note that impact
rates on Europa are related to those on Jupiter by using the scale factor PEC = 6.6⇥10 5
(Zahnle et al., 2003).
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Figure 2: (a) Relation between impactor energy and crater diameter under Earth’s grav-
ity for icy surfaces. Symbols show measurements and simulations of ice impacts and
explosions. Lines show scaling relations for ice (Zahnle et al., 2003, and this study) and
rocky surfaces (Teanby and Wookey, 2011) for comparison. (b) Scaling relation between
impactor diameter and crater diameter derived from Eq. (2) under Earth and Europa grav-
ity conditions for an impact velocity of 26 km s 1 and an impactor density of 600 kgm 3
(Zahnle et al., 2003).
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Figure 3: Relationship between the source-receiver distance and P-wave amplitudes scaled
to those of a 1000 kg TNT explosion for icy conditions. Compiled data are explosive
experiments on East Antarctica (Ito and Ikami, 1984) and East-central Greenland (Shulgin
and Thybo, 2015). Explosive and impact data for rocky conditions compiled by Teanby
(2015) are also shown for comparison. Note that for the data of Ito and Ikami (1984)
half the peak-to-peak amplitudes are regarded as peak signal amplitudes, and for the data
of Shulgin and Thybo (2015) the maximum amplitudes of refracted waves are reported as
these cover our primary range of interest (>10 km distant). The scaling law of Teanby
(2015), which was based on rocky data, also fits the ice sheet data well, so is used in this
study.
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Figure 4: Record section of synthetic seismograms for an impact on Europa. The first
arrival phase is the direct P-wave for o↵sets   < 35  and the mantle-refracted phase (here
referred to as PMP) for   > 35 . Late arriving low frequency reverberations are the
mantle reflections (e.g. PcP) and multiples. Here “M” refers to propagation through the
mantle, “c” is a reflection from the mantle, and “K” is propagation through the core. For
numerical reasons the maximum frequency modelled was 0.5 Hz so the relative amplitudes
are only approximate; amplitudes will be underestimated for high frequency body wave
P and PMP phases. Therefore, this record section is used purely as a guide to aid the
ray tracing calculations; it shows that P and PMP are are the main phases that must be
considered.
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Figure 5: Ray geometry for (a) terrestrial ice sheet analogue explosion experiments and
(b) Europa impacts. (a) For the terrestrial ice sheet experiments the path length though
ice xi is small compared to the path length through rock xr, so xr ⇡ x. (b) For Europa
the curvature must be considered and requires calculation of the path lengths s1,2,3 in
each layer using simple spherical ray theory. Each layer has P-wave velocity v1,2,3, seismic
quality factor Q1,2,3, and layer-top to planet-centre radial distance r1,2,3. Using spherical
ray theory the distance travelled through each layer can be tabulated as a function of x
or  , where x = r1 .
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Figure 6: Ray tracing results as a function of source-receiver o↵set for the mantle-refracted
PMP-wave. (a) The spherical ray parameter p = ru sin ✓ is conserved along each ray path,
where r is the distance to the planet centre, u is the slowness (inverse velocity), and
✓ is the angle of inclination to the local vertical. A ray parameter of p=0 represents an
incidence angle of 0  (vertical propagation). (b) Travel time of the PMP-wave. (c,d,e) Path
lengths through the ice crust (s1), water ocean (s2), and rocky mantle (s3). (f) Combined
transmission coe cient for the PMP-wave, including the e↵ects of the ice-water, water-
rock, rock-water, and water-ice interfaces encountered along the ray path. Transmission
e ciency increases for decreasing incidence angle as less energy is reflected or converted
into S-waves. Note that  =140–180  is not modelled as this is the core shadow zone.
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Figure 7: Maximum seismogram amplitude for P and PMP-waves as a function of distance
for 1, 10, and 100 m diameter cratering events. High-, nominal-, and low-Q interior models
are shown with the upper, middle, and lower curves for each arrival. P amplitude is
calculated using Eq. 23 and PMP amplitude is calculated using Eqs. 24–27 with a nominal
frequency of 2 Hz. The scaling law for the crustal/upper mantle-refracted P-wave in a
rocky planet from Teanby (2015) is shown for comparison. Direct P-waves dominate for
o↵sets less than 10 , beyond which PMP is the most energetic. Direct P-wave amplitude
reduces rapidly with distance due to the large attenuation of ice compared to rock. The
largest contributor to amplitude uncertainty is uncertainties in Q. Amplitudes have an
additional factor of five uncertainty (not shown) due to conversion from crater diameter to
amplitude (see Table 1). Horizontal dotted lines indicate di↵erent noise level assumptions.
An arrival is considered detectable if it has an amplitude above the noise.
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Figure 8: Seismic detectability of meteorite impacts on Europa. Upper panels show the
maximum source-receiver distance/o↵set for a detection above the noise as a function of
crater diameter for P and PMP phases. The light blue dotted line labelled  max indicates
an o↵set of 35 , where PMP takes over from P as the first arriving phase. However, due
to the strongly attenuating ice crust the amplitude of the direct P-waves is smaller than
the refracted waves for o↵sets & 10 , so at moderate to large o↵sets PMP becomes the
more detectable phase. Lower panels show the number of detectable impacts per year
based on the impact rate model of Levison et al. (2000). Crater diameter bins are in
p
2
intervals following Hartmann (2005). Results are shown for three Q attenuation models:
(left) Low-Q, (centre) Nominal-Q, and (right) High-Q models. Dashed curves represent
1  uncertainties.
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